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Genes IV; By Benjamin Lewin; Oxford University Press; Oxford, 1990; xxii + 783 pages; 
f25.00 (paperback), f45.00 (hardback) 
Genes III has been a standard text for second and third year 
courses in molecular biology and genetics and a useful source 
of clear information to post-graduate students anxious to 
keep abreast of the current dogma in the subject. What, then, 
does this latest version of the book have to offer that is new? 
A quick comparison of the index of Genes IV with its 
predecessor shows that there are several new sections. 
Whereas proteins were dealt with up to the point of 
termination of protein synthesis, in Genes IV there is now a 
complete chapter on how protein may be directed to specific 
cellular sites. In addition to a discussion of leader sequences 
there is an account of the signal hypothesis as a way of 
directing proteins to the endoplasmic reticulum. Protein 
glycosylation is dealt with in some depth as is the role of 
coated vesicles in the transport of ear-marked proteins. As 
usual with the Genes series the chapter is well referenced. 
To my mind the most welcome change in this book is the 
separation of transcription into eukaryotic and prokaryotic. 
The undivided way in which this subject was treated in Genes 
III was a constant source of uncertainty for the students. This 
change has been largely forced on the author by the dramatic 
increase in ideas about how transcription is regulated in 
eukaryotes. Thus the chapter includes sections on zinc fingers 
and leucine zippers, response elements, the bidirectional 
nature of enhancers and the role of accessory factors in 
initiation of transcription. I found this chapter extremely well 
presented and the diagrams, as throughout the book, are first 
class. 
The section on gene manipulation has been updated 
although less extensively than 1 would have expected. The 
polymerase chain reaction is dealt with but not in the depth 
I believe it now warrants; for example no mention of its use 
in analysing recombinant bacterial colonies or its role in 
cloning. In contrast there is a half-page diagram on 
subtractive hybridisation, but no mention of differential 
screening. The final two chapters of the book deal with 
development and oncogenes. It is some task to attempt to 
precis what we know about these two subjects into forty 
pages. Lewin makes a good stab at it by identifying and 
clearly defining the basic principles. For example, a diagram 
on page 758 gives a clear idea of the difference between a 
‘gap’ gene, a ‘pair rule’ gene and a ‘segment polarity’ gene. 
Similarly with the oncogenes, the sub-groups of the c-ones are 
well described and the way in which their protein products 
may transform cells is discussed in a stimulating way. 
In conclusion, this is a genuine update, not just the same 
book in a blue rather than a brown cover. A measure of how 
popular it will be with the undergraduate population is 
indicated by the fact that my review copy was stolen from my 
office within 3 days of receiving it! 
Keith Dudley 
Molecular Genetic Approaches to Protein Structure and Function. Applications to Cell and Developmental 
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Readers of the journal ‘Cell Motility and the Cytoskeleton’ 
will have already seen this collection of review papers - 
another special edition of a journal is reborn in the guise of 
a hard-cover book. Prospective purchasers should 
immediately grasp the selective view: more selective, indeed, 
than the title might have you believe, for, as one would expect 
from the journal title, the examples are restricted to proteins 
involved in movement or the cytoskeleton. 
A valid argument that can be used to justify cell and 
developmental biology being assessed in the narrow group of 
proteins and functions encompassed here would be that the 
proteins concerned are well characterised, reflecting their 
comparative abundance and ease of purification. In contrast 
to the narrowness of the range of the proteins, the 
applciations in the twenty contributions are satisfyingly wide. 
Moreover, the aims of each of the five sections of the book 
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